IIM K and TSW open admissions for the EPGP 11th batch
Highlights of the course
-

2-year management programme with foundation courses, 3-week campus immersions,
specialization electives, capstone courses, functional workshops and simulations.
Academic rigour that includes 632 hours of Interactive Learning and 106 hours of campus
immersion
Learn from IIM Kozhikode faculty on a Live Virtual Interactive Learning platform at a TSW Learning
Centre in your city.
IIM Kozhikode Alumni status
Network with over 3000 working professionals who have benefited from IIM Kozhikode alumni
status
AMBA-accredited Executive Post Graduate Diploma in Management.

Mumbai, 22nd June 2018: TSW, in association with Indian Institute of Management-Kozhikode, a
top-10 ranked business school in India announces admissions for its, Executive Post Graduate
programme in Management (2018-20 batch) for the working professionals.
The 11th edition of the programme will enable the enrolled professionals gain competency and
leadership skills to move to the next level in their organizations. This programme is exclusively
offered to executives with at least three years of work experience.
The 2-year EPGP programme is offered on a Live Virtual Interactive Learning platform at TSW
Learning Centers in 50 cities across India. There are also three in-campus modules of 1 week each
within IIM-K’s beautiful campus to provide an on-campus learning experience and facilitate
interaction with the students from various industries and backgrounds.
Some of the unique features of the programme include the AMBA accreditation advantage and
become a part of the elite IIM K Alumni. The AMBA (Association of MBAs) accreditation is
recognized as a hallmark worldwide for MBA programmes. Besides being connected to a network
of employers who recruit MBAs, it also allows free access to a brand new and exclusive network
of international MBA students and graduates connecting AMBA accredited B-schools worldwide.
The IIM Kozhikode Alumni network, consisting of over 3000 working professionals, is a vital
lifeline offered to students to stay connected to each other. The alumni it brings together
graduates from a diverse range of programmes on a common platform.
C. V. Rajesh, student from the batch of 2017, now working with Barclays Technology, says, “The
course is a perfect blend of in & off campus curriculum which includes a combination of handson simulations, case analysis, projects, case studies nurtured by determined faculty members
and support team for an endearing learning experience”.
Another student from Class of 2017 added, “A wonderful and rigorous programme that met all
expectations with which I had joined the programme. I would definitely be suggesting the course

to others for its richness and learning experience. The core of the experience was the Professors,
who had really put in their passion on the teaching experience and it had reflected in most of the
courses, especially in the Finance, Marketing and OB area”.
Interested professionals will undergo a selection process, and pursue classes for two years at the
end of which they also receive the alumni status of IIM K. The programme has completed 8
successful batches and has widespread industry recognition
To know more about the programme call 7400084666 or visit www.iimk.ac.in\epgp
About TSW
TSW is an initiative by Times Professional Learning for working professionals who are keen to hone their
skills, add value to their work and climb the corporate ladder for a more rewarding career. With a vision
to make world-class education accessible to aspiring business leaders through strategic collaborations,
TSW’s passion for excellence and a belief that ‘Executive Education Empowers’ works hand in hand with
the organisation’s aim to impart knowledge to business professionals nationwide.

About IIM K
Spread over more than 100 acres of land, the Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode is situated on
two hillocks in the Kunnamangalam Area of the ancient city of Kozhikode in Kerala. Boasting of one of the
most picturesque and oxy-rich campuses in the country with world-class infrastructure and facilities.
IIMK pioneered the Interactive Distance Learning (IDL) Programme for working executives in India. Having
started with 300 class contact hrs in 2001-02, the two year long Executive Post Graduate Programme (2
year Executive Diploma programme) is today the most rigorous & the most sought after executive
programmes in management in the country. The EPGP 2 year Diploma programme has 738 class contact
hours. IIMK also conducts the One year certification programmes in various functional specializations like
Operations Management, Strategic Management, Marketing Management, Human Resources
Management, Finance Management and IT Management.
Short duration e-learning Management Development Programmes (eMDP's) are also part of the offering
from IIMK on the interactive live learning platform.

